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ABSTRACT
In the past two years, the E-commerce sector has boomed rigorously due to the pandemic and the lockdown. As
people were restricted to staying at home even the essentials shopping became virtual a lot of these E-commerce
websites came up with the essentials division. Even the Kirana stores started their E-commerce. This is the time
when the home delivery concept became popular. When people couldn’t go to the stores the stores came to
them. As the goods are delivered to their doorsteps the logistics charges were laid on them which sums up to the
delivery charges.
Delivery charges include the transportation charges which differ from the fuel charges. Sometimes they also
include the go-down charges incurred by the seller. At this point, the people thought that it is better to get the
products by themselves. So, to change this perspective of people the concept called Free Delivery was
introduced.
When these small stores offer free home delivery it is usually to homes in and around 2kms of the store where
they walk or by bicycle deliver the goods.
Free shipping is one of the most effective tools in an e-commerce merchant's arsenal. However, to fully
apprehend the function of free shipping in e-trade, you want to take a step back out of your business to look at
the purchasing system from a shopper's point of view. Recall those compelling records which illustrate the
energy of free shipping inside the e-trade enterprise:

92% of purchasers point to free shipping as the number one reason why they shop online a lot.

More than 62% of potentialities are fairly possibly to desert their plans to buy if free transport is not
provided

Orders with free delivery are about 35% more in value than orders located by clients who pay for
transport

Offers with free shipping has 2X more impact on the customers than product discounts
Is free shipping really possible?
The answer is always a no. The idea of free transport doesn’t exist. But, the exercise of free shipping has
emerged as ‘The Great Deal’, and many consumers are satisfied that it genuinely exists. Contrary to famous
belief, a person is procuring shipping. Every now and then it is the owner of the e-trade company who absorbs
the costs. But usually, it is the consumer, who ends up procuring transport expenses in the shape of inflated
pricing on their purchases.
I.
INTRODUCTION
As you develop your shipping strategy, it's crucial to remember that a blanket approach to free shipping is rarely
the foremost effective alternative. The extent to that free shipping can impact your bottom line can vary
consistent with your products' size, type, and gross margin. Here are unit 5 vital things to stay in mind once
considering free shipping:

If used incorrectly, free shipping will erode your profits and will even cause your business to travel
below

Free shipping is best to supply with tiny, light-weight things that value the least quantity to ship

If your customers begin to expect free shipping, you'll end up facing a bunch of recent problems

Free shipping is less complicated to supply with high margin merchandise because the further profit
bucks will facilitate cowl shipping prices

Low-cost or low-margin merchandise aren't ideal candidates for gratis shipping.
COMPARISON BETWEEN AMAZON AND ITS COMPETITORS IN TERMS OF DELIVERY SPEED
Amazon has worked tons in the Asian countries in terms of speed of delivery it uses its own provision
service for many of the orders, For Snapdeal depends on tons on private courier services like blue dart and DHL.
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Amazon has worked tons in Asian countries in terms of speed of delivery it uses its own provision
service for many of the orders, For Snapdeal depends tons on especially in metro cities amazon combined with
prime can deliver you the product in a day or two with prime you even get promised delivery on the given date
for instance, even if it’s 8 pm-9 pm if they have promised to deliver you on 1st May they will deliver you the
item even at night. Return is additionally straightforward with amazon their agent involves obtaining your
package whereas this can be not the case with Flipkart they're less fazed to come if the product is faulty.
FREE REVERSE LOGISTICS
Reverse supplying could be a form of provide chain management that moves merchandise from
customers back to the sellers or makers. Once a client receives a product, processes like returns or usage need
reverse supplying. Reverse supplying begins at the top shopper, moving backward through the provision chain
to the distributor or from the distributor to the manufacturer. Reverse supplying may embrace processes
wherever the top shopper is answerable for the ultimate disposal of the merchandise, as well as usage,
refurbishing, or resale When there is free shipping in delivery of the product, we might assume that they might
have included those charges in the product but in reverse logistics, they have to give a refund. Some of the
websites don’t refund the delivery amount. But the established websites like Amazon and Flipkart refund the
delivery charges too which is a great loss for them.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The percentage of consumers who expect free shipping is higher than ever. According to a report
published by the National Retail Federation (NRF), 75% of customers expect free shipping on orders of all
sizes, an increase of 7% from the previous year. Thus, e-commerce merchants’ area unit responding by
advertising free shipping quite ever.
If you're new to the e-commerce trade, you will marvel however on earth an organization like yours
offers free shipping and still flip a profit. the great news is that their area unit some straightforward ways you'll
implement to strike a cheerful medium together with your shipping charges. These ways area unit printed below
in conjunction with some key points to recollect as you develop your own approach to free shipping.
ANALYSIS
Amazon Prime members gain many membership blessings, however, one in every of the best is
free shipping year-round. For only 999 per year, you get free shipping and rapid delivery — and if you use
Amazon even semi-regularly, you will save a bundle on shipping charges compared to the 999
memberships. That begs the question: however will Amazon afford free shipping with Prime membership
at solely 999.
It is not a problem of volume; that truly aggravates the case. Logically, one of the most points of
Amazon Prime is to urge folks to pay additional on Amazon, thus, an eminent Prime program really adds
to Amazon's overall shipping prices.One of the most mechanisms that produce free shipping possible is
that merchants square measure paying fees on the rear finish that you simply don't see as a client.
Presumably, merchants have already priced those fees into their merchandise.As you shop around through
Amazon, notice the tiny indicator that says “Fulfilled By Amazon.” Merchants pay vital fees for the privilege
of taking part during this “FBA” program, as well as varied handling and packing fees. the $64000 key's for
inventory storage.
For Amazon to produce the fast turnaround that customers demand, they need to possess inventory
that's each decent and economical — which is wherever Amazon excels. Not solely is Amazon smart at
handling inventory, they're smart at evaluating inventory fees to balance the wants between Amazon,
consumers, and merchants.
Inventory fees are calculated based on the amount of square footage that merchants' items occupy,
with seasonal and product-related considerations factored in to optimize fee income.
Another set of expenses is incurred when inventory is returned or removed. This technique pushes
merchants to examine what items should remain unbroken among fulfilment centers for Prime services, so
keeping Amazon cost-effective by default. It's a really successful method.
Why do merchants pay the fees? as a result of Prime membership and free shipping moves heaps
additional products. the rise in sales justifies the rise in prices. Amazon additionally offers support to
merchants, and even permits the FBA for orders placed elsewhere. Merchants with decent volume and correct
evaluation structures start off well ahead on the deal.
For 2017, Amazon had $177.9 billion in income and $173.8 billion in operative prices – of that the
$21.7 billion in shipping prices comprised a mere fraction – leading to over $3 billion bucks in comprehensive
financial gain. With growing revenues, Amazon is ready to soak up the shipping part and even work on
increasing Prime’s offerings.
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Flipkart and is Flipkart's loyalty program that customers will purchase while not having to pay an
extra fee. It is often used on the website additionally because of the mobile app. The program can provide you
with a variety of benefits, including free shipping on some items, faster delivery times, early access to major
promotions, and other savings.
Flipkart's major advantage over Amazon Prime is that it does not charge a monthly or annual
subscription fee, unlike Amazon Prime, which charges INR129/month and INR999/year.However, each of the
services supplies free deliveries and early access to their landmark sales.While Flipkart and can provide a
year-long subscription to a streaming service like Hotstar, Amazon Prime has a favourable position here.
Not solely will Prime provide you with access to a visible streaming service (Prime Video) however it
conjointly brings some nice audio experiences with a membership to Prime Music. however, to create up
for that, with Flipkart and you furthermore might get a free Zomato Gold membership, and Coins can
cause you to be eligible for a lot of offers as you prolong creating a lot of purchases.

II.

CONCLUSION

While there is no such thing as free delivery, there are several simple strategies you may use to woo
consumers and increase your sales. You may start investing in the convenience of free delivery right now by
following the seven steps listed above. And if the complications of free delivery continue to make you feel a
little weak. While there is no such thing as free delivery, there are several simple strategies you may apply to
lure consumers and increase your sales. You may start investing in the convenience of free delivery right now
by following the seven steps listed above. And if the complications of free delivery continue to make you feel a
little weak.
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